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Introduction
On October 31, 2011, the Inspector General for the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development issued an audit that found that the CDBG program needed to increase its use of IDIS to
improve oversight of CDBG activities. The audit particularly focused on the need to improve
oversight of:
Long-standing, open activities
Cancelled activities with draws
Draws revised from one activity to another
As part of its response to the audit, the CDBG program has implemented changes in IDIS to assist
grantees and field offices in preventing activities from remaining open with no action for long time
periods, reducing the number of activities that are cancelled with draws, and providing
explanations for revised draws. This document provides instructions to grantees for responding to
these changes in an accurate, comprehensive, and timely manner and identifies the steps grantees
need to take once a Remediation Plan or cancelled with draws request has been approved or
disapproved by the field office.
The new system changes flag and require justifications by grantees and field office approval for:
Activities that have had no draws for a year
Activities that have not reported accomplishments for three years
Activities that have 80 percent of their funding amount disbursed and no accomplishments
reported
Activities that grantees request to cancel with draws
Revised draws will require justifications by grantees but do not require field office approval.

Understanding the Process
Long-standing Open Activities
The CDBG program will identify at-risk activities via a banner when the grantee logs into IDIS. This
banner is the same as is currently in use by the HOME program. The banner will indicate how many
of the grantee’s activities have been flagged for action. Grantees will click on the banner and be
taken to the Review Activities screen which lists activities that have had no draws for a year, that
have not reported accomplishments in three years, and that have 80 percent of their funding
amount disbursed with no accomplishments.
For each activity listed under these categories, grantees will be asked to explain the Reasons for the
Delay, provide an Action Plan for resolving the delay, and provide a date within six months by
which these actions will be taken. Together this information is called the Remediation Plan.
Field offices will either approve or disapprove Remediation Plans. If disapproved, IDIS will send an
email to grantees asking them to complete the activity or cancel the activity and reimburse their
line of credit or local program account for all drawn funds. On or before the Expected Completion
Date of the remediation actions, grantees must return to the Review Activities screen to confirm
that the actions described in their Remediation Plan have been successfully carried out. If grantees
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do not confirm that the actions have been taken, IDIS will send an email requesting the grantee to
either complete the activity or cancel the activity and reimburse all drawn funds.
Pending At-Risk Activities
The Review activities screen will also identify activities that are due to be flagged within three
months, so that grantees can take action prior to appearing on the at-risk lists. Grantees can act on
the pending activities now, to avoid the extra work of providing reasons for delay and remediation
actions.
Cancelling an Activity with Draws /Revising Draws to Another Activity
Grantees will also encounter changes in IDIS when attempting to cancel an activity with draws or
revising draws from one activity to another. Activities may no longer be canceled with draws
without field office approval. A justification will be required when grantees attempt to change
the status of an activity with draws from open to cancelled. These requests will be sent to the field
office, and the field office will approve or disapprove the requests in IDIS. If disapproved, grantees
will receive an email from IDIS asking them to complete the activity or cancel the activity and
reimburse all drawn funds.
When revising draws to another activity, grantees will now need to enter a justification for doing
so. HUD Field office staff will review grantees’ justifications, but no field office approval is required.
Grantee Access and Response Time
All grantee personnel that have Edit privileges in IDIS will be allowed to enter the responses
required by these changes. Of course, grantees may further restrict the staff they allow to do so.
Grantees that have previously gone into IDIS infrequently will need to go into IDIS more
regularly to check the states of at-risk and pending at-risk activities. A grantee that only goes into
IDIS every few months runs the risk of receiving an email from IDIS asking it to cancel an activity
and reimburse all funds because the grantee failed to respond in timely manner to problems
identified on the banner. For the first six months after this release, the required response time will
be three months, with a reduction to two weeks thereafter. The initial response time is more
generous due to the backlog of existing activities that will be flagged upon implementation of these
changes. Some grantees will have a long list of at-risk activities identified in the first round. Field
offices will have the same timeframes for approving/disapproving grantee Remediation Plans and
requests to cancel activities with draws.

Using New IDIS Features for At-Risk Activities
Orange Banner at the Top of the IDIS Home Screen

When grantees log in to IDIS, they will see an orange banner at the top of the home screen that
alerts the grantee to the number of CDBG activities flagged as at-risk.1 Clicking on this banner takes
grantees to the Review Activities screen.
This banner also includes HOME activities that have been flagged, but HOME activities are outside the scope
of this guidance.
1
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Review Activities Screen for At-Risk Activities

The Review Activities screen for at-risk activities includes a summary at the top of the page that
lists the number of at-risk activities that are in each flagged condition and at each stage of the
review and resolution process. The blue number is a link that will take grantees to the list of
activities in that particular condition and stage of review.
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Awaiting Grantee’s Required Explanation and Remediation Plan
The summary section at the top of the Review Activities screen lists activities that have been
flagged. It requires grantees to enter the reasons activities are delayed and a description of the
Remediation Plan.
Activities are flagged for three reasons:




The activity has had no draws for 12 months or longer
The activity has been open for three years and no accomplishments have been reported
80% of the funded amount for the activity has been drawn down, but no accomplishments
have been reported

The list of activities that require grantees to provide explanations and remediation actions has
three sections, which correspond to the three reasons listed above. Activities can be flagged for
more than one condition, and so may appear in more than one list. When this happens, grantees
should enter the Reasons for Delay and Remediation Plan each time the activity is listed.

Awaiting Field Office Review
The summary section at the top of the Review Activities screen also lists activities that are waiting
field office review. After grantees enter the Reasons for Delay and the Remediation Plan for an
activity, the field office is prompted to review this information and approve or disapprove the
Remediation Plan. This section lists activities by the three conditions that flag activities as at-risk.
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Between the time grantees complete a Remediation Plan and the field office approves or
disapproves the plan, grantees may edit the information entered in the Reasons for Delay and the
Remediation Plan by clicking on the blue “Edit” link.
After the field office approves or disapproves, grantees may not make any changes to the Reasons
for Delay and the Remediation Plan, including the Expected Completion Date. Therefore, the
grantee may want to consult with its field office regarding their plan to ensure that the timeline and
actions it enters into the system are reasonable.

Grantee’s Explanation and Remediation Plan Not Accepted by Field Office
The summary section at the top of the Review Activities screen lists activities that have
Remediation Plans that field offices have disapproved. This section lists activities by the three
conditions that flag activities as at-risk.

Once a field office rejects a Remediation Plan, IDIS will send an email to the grantee requesting
them to complete the activity or cancel the activity and reimburse all drawn funds. This rejection
action, when taken by a field office, is irreversible in IDIS. Completing an activity is a valid option
only if the activity meets a national objective and the grantee has entered all required data.
Grantees should consult with their field office prior to making any reimbursement; whether funds
should be reimbursed to the line of credit or to the grantee’s local program account depends on the
type and source year of funds used to fund the activity initially.
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Remediated by Grantee Within the Past 90 Days
The summary section at the top of the Review Activities screen lists activities that have been
successfully remediated in the preceding 90 days. These are the at-risk activities for which
Remediation Plans were approved by the field office, and for which grantees have confirmed in
IDIS that the remediation actions were successfully completed. This section lists activities by the
three conditions that flag activities as at-risk.

Pending At-Risk
These activities have not been flagged as at-risk, but will be soon. Activities on this list have had no
draws for nine months, no accomplishments reported after two years and nine months, or no
accomplishments after 66% of funds have been drawn. Activities in this category do not require
grantee action yet, but HUD wants to make grantees aware of these activities so that grantees can
address them before they are flagged.
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Submitting Reasons for Delay and Remediation Plans
To submit a Reason for Delay and Remediation Plan, grantees should perform the following
procedures for each activity listed in the “Awaiting Grantee’s Required Explanation and
Remediation Plan” section of the Review Activities screen.
1. Find the activity that the grantee would like to enter reasons for delay and a remediation
for in the list and click on the blue “Explain” link to the right of the row.

2. Enter the Reasons for Delay for the activity, e.g., why the activity did not have draws for
one year or does not have accomplishments. Enter the Remediation Plan or the actions to
be taken to resolve the delay and ensure that the activity continues to draw available
funds, report accomplishments, and meet a national objective. Select a date, no later than
six months in the future, by which these remediation actions will be taken and the delay
will be resolved.

3. Click “Save and Next” to save the information, submit it to the field office for review and go
immediately to the next activity in the list of flagged activities. When not going on to
another activity, click “Save and Return to List” to save the information, submit it to the
field office for review, and go back to the list of all flagged activities on the previous screen.
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Confirming Remediation Actions Have Been Taken
Grantees must confirm that the remediation actions they identified and the field office approved
have taken place. To do this, use the following steps:
1. Find the activity in the “Approved by Field Office and Awaiting Grantee's Completion of
Remediation Actions” section of the review activities screen.
2. Click on the blue “Remediate” link.
3. Check the box that says “I confirm that the remediation actions described on this page have
been taken.”

If the grantee has not successfully completed its remediation actions for an at-risk activity and does
not confirm that those actions have been successfully completed on or before the Target
Completion Date of Remediation Actions, IDIS will send an email to requesting the grantee
complete the activity or cancel the activity and reimburse its line of credit or local program account
for all drawn funds.
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Using the CDBG At-Risk Activities Dashboard Report — PR59
Grantees can use the new PR59 CDBG At-Risk Activities report as another way to track activities
that IDIS flags as at-risk of becoming longstanding open activities. The report identifies the CDBG
activities that have been flagged as at-risk, organized by at-risk category and phase of resolution
process. The report also includes activities that are pending at-risk (have not yet been flagged, but
will be soon), activities that have been auto-closed in the past 30 days, and activities that have
“Cancel Pending” status, which grantees are required to cancel or complete because the
remediation plan was disapproved.
At-Risk with Remediation Plan Pending Field Office Approval
This section of the report displays the Reasons for the Delay and the Remediation Plan submitted
by grantees for their at-risk activities. These plans are ready for field office approval/disapproval.
The activities are listed by at-risk factor.

Once field office personnel have reviewed the Reasons for the Delay and the Remediation Plan
submitted by the grantee, the field office may consult with the grantee or request changes in the
plan prior to approving or disapproving the Remediation Plan. The Expected Completion Date
column refers to the date the grantee states that its remediation actions will be completed.
At-Risk Without Remediation Plan
Activities in this list are those for which grantees have yet to submit a Remediation Plan and
require prompt action by the grantee. These activities are organized by at-risk factor.
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At-Risk With an Approved Remediation Plan
This is a list of activities that have a Remediation Plan approved by the field office. These activities
are organized by at-risk factor. The Expected Completion Date column refers to the date the
grantee states that its remediation actions will be completed. This date will disappear when the
grantee confirms in IDIS that it has successfully completed its remediation actions. This
confirmation must be made on or before the Expected Completion Date. If a grantee does not
confirm that those actions have been completed, IDIS will send an email asking the grantee to
complete the activity or cancel the activity and reimburse all drawn funds.

Pending At-Risk
These are the activities that will be added to the at-risk list within the next three months unless
grantees are able to resolve the activities in the interim. This list is organized by at-risk factor. This
list, also on the Review Activities screen for grantees, gives grantees and HUD field office staff a
heads up on the number of activities that are in danger of being added to the at-risk list. Grantees
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may want to deal with these activities now, so that they can avoid the extra work associated with
at-risk activities.

Additional Report Features

This report also displays the number of planning and administration activities that IDIS has
automatically completed within the past month. This auto-close feature will only occur when
grantees do not meet their deadline for submitting a Remediation Plan. Planning and
administration activities are the only activities that the system will automatically complete.2
If the grantee needs to re-open the activity for some reason for a short period of time, the grantee
may do so manually. However, any funds that were not drawn down for that activity will have been
returned to the grantee’s available to commit balance if grant funds were remaining. If the activity
was funded with program income that was not completely drawn down, those funds would no
longer be committed to that activity and would be available to commit on another activity.

The report lists the number of activities flagged as Cancel Pending. These are the activities for
which no action has been taken by grantees within the prescribed deadlines or those activities with
Remediation Plans that have been disapproved. In these cases, IDIS will send an email asking the
grantee to complete the activity or cancel the activity and reimburse all drawn funds.

The only exception will be for 20A “State Planning” activities for State CDBG grantees, which require
accomplishment data in IDIS, and therefore, cannot be automatically completed in the system.
2
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Requesting to Cancel an Activity with Draws
Grantees must now request approval from their HUD field office in order to cancel an activity for
which funds have already been drawn down. The situations in which HUD may allow an activity to
be cancelled with funds drawn against it are limited. All activities except planning and general
administration are statutorily required to meet a national objective. If a grantee expended and
drew down funds for an activity but the activity was not completed, it is unlikely that a grantee can
demonstrate national objective compliance for the activity. Grantees are reminded that using CDBG
funds for activity delivery costs for an activity makes that activity funded in part with CDBG funds,
and thus subject to all CDBG requirements. If a grantee initiates an activity and then decides that it
cannot or will not pursue the activity further, after initial activity delivery costs have been charged
against the activity, it is unlikely that the grantee will be able to demonstrate national objective
compliance for those activity delivery costs.
Grantees are advised to consult with their HUD field office before submitting a request to cancel an
activity with draws. Field offices have been provided with guidance on resolving problems with
never-completed activities and activities that have been discontinued after activity delivery costs
were incurred.
To cancel an activity with draws, grantees must follow the following process.
1. Find the activity in the Plans/Activities/Projects section of IDIS by entering the Activity ID
in the search box and clicking on the blue “Edit” link.
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2. Click “Request to Cancel with Draws”

3. Enter $0 in the “returned amount” field and provide an explanation for why this activity can
legitimately be cancelled with draws. If a national objective was not met, provide an
explanation for why it was not met. If an activity was partially implemented and some
portion met a national objective, the grantee may be able to undertake a partial return of
funds drawn that did not achieve national objective compliance. The grantee may also
reimburse all the drawn funds. (If the funded amount exceeds the drawn amount, IDIS will
prompt the grantee to reduce the funded amount to the amount drawn before requesting to
cancel the activity with draws.) Click “Save” to submit the justification to the local HUD field
office for review.
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4. After the field office has approved the request to cancel the activity with draws, go back into
the activity and change the activity status to “Cancelled”.
5.

When the field office disapproves a request to cancel an activity with draws, IDIS will send
an email asking the grantee to complete the activity or cancel the activity and reimburse all
drawn funds.

Justifications for Draws Revised from One Activity to Another
Grantees are now required to provide a justification on the Revised Voucher screen. In IDIS release
11.5, scheduled for March 2013, a report of these activities will be automatically generated and sent
to field offices on a bi-weekly basis. Field Offices will review the justifications submitted by
grantees for reasonableness by using this report. However, field offices do not approve or
disapprove revised draws. If grantees do not submit a justification, they will be unable to revise the
draw.
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Guidance on Reasons for Delay and Remediation Plans
Grantees should provide as much detail as possible in their Reasons for Delay and Remediation
Plans so that a field office has the information necessary to make the decision to approve or
disapprove. Remediation Plans should, at a minimum, provide a timeline for drawing additional
funds or reporting accomplishments, as applicable, and outline when the grantee expects to
complete the activity. However, when such actions are not expected to occur within six months or
additional actions will be undertaken to move the activity forward, grantees will also need to
provide a detailed description of other efforts that will be implemented to resolve the delay in
carrying out the activity.
General Considerations:
Public services activities should almost always have draws and accomplishments within the
first year or two
Acquisition, economic development, and housing development activities that have specific
plans, identified developers, and legally committed financing are more likely to be
successful even though they will take longer to structure
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Solid agreements with subrecipients and for-profits are essential to ensure that CDBG funds
are repaid even in unsuccessful ventures
Accomplishments for public facilities activities cannot be reported until the public facility is
completed. Because of this, these activities are the most likely to require remediation plans
when there is actually no problem. For such activities, grantees should state that the activity
is on schedule and should provide the estimated completion date.
The following sample justifications are examples of those that HUD would consider adequate and
those that HUD would consider inadequate and would be disapproved by the local HUD field office.
This list is for illustrative purposes only and should not be considered exhaustive.

Activities That Have Had No Draws for a Year:
Sample of Adequate Justifications:
Activity Description
Reason for Delay
Conversion of former high
Part of the original funding
school into 58-unit
for the project dried up
affordable housing facility for and grantee has now
seniors.
secured new tax credit
funding.

Improvements to
neighborhood park

The grantee is waiting to
make a final draw after
paying final invoices to
contractors, which have
been delayed because of
construction delays;
construction completion
was delayed 3 months due
to unforeseen soils testing
problems.

Sample of an Inadequate Justification:
Activity Description
Reason for Delay
Direct Homeownership Grantee has not been
Assistance
able to award all of
the funds to eligible
buyers so there are
still funds left to be
drawn.
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Remediation Plan
An application for Low-Income
Housing Tax Credits was approved
by the State Housing Finance
Agency. Work on the project is
expected to resume this month and
be completed by June 2013. Grantee
will send an update by January 2014
on the progress of this activity to the
field office.
The activity has met a national
objective and will be completed in
IDIS as soon as the final draw is
made. The remaining program funds
of $ 25,468 will be reprogrammed
by the City for other eligible CDBG
activities by October 2013.

Remediation Plan
The activity will remain
open as funds will be used
to assist low/moderate
income households with
purchasing a home.
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What’s Wrong?
Does not present a
timeline for making
a draw or
completing the
activity.
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Activities That Have Not Reported Accomplishments for Three Years:
Sample of Adequate Justifications:
Activity Description
Reasons for Delay
Construction of a new
The total timeline for the
community center
completion of the community
center project is
approximately 3.5 years. The
construction was delayed due
to unexpected environmental
issues.
Loan to business for
City is performing their due
economic development
diligence on this issue, asking
the business for a timeframe
for creating jobs or repaying
the loan, according to the
terms of the agreement with
the borrower. The owner is
still having financial difficulties
due to the recession.
Sample of an Inadequate Justification:
Activity Description
Reason for Delay
South Tuesday
These parcels are
Property Acquisition
part of a larger
redevelopment area
in the city that is still
being planned.
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Remediation Plan
Construction has now started
and will be completed by June
2013. Accomplishment data will
be gathered and entered into the
system by December 2013.
If job creation will not occur by
June 2014, the borrower will
repay the loan in full, according
to the terms of their agreement
with the city.

Remediation Plan
The city is hopeful that
redevelopment will
begin late in 2013, and
that we will be able to
issue an RFP for
development proposals
for these parcels in
early 2013. There are
currently no contracts
in place.
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What’s Wrong?
All CDBG activities
must meet a national
objective within a
reasonable time frame.
This remediation plan
indicates that funding
for redevelopment has
not been secured and
there is currently no
estimate of when the
CDBG-funded activity
will meet a national
objective. It is
uncertain whether this
project will proceed at
all.
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Activities that have 80 percent of their funded amount disbursed and no
accomplishments reported
Sample of an Adequate Justification:
Activity Description
Reasons for Delay
Economic Development
Warehouse construction was
Activity: Assistance to
delayed, which in turn delayed
Private Business (extension
the purchase of the new
to facility & purchase of
equipment funded by CDBG.
equipment)

48-56 Treelined Avenue

CDBG used for acquisition and
HOME funds are being used for
rehabilitation of these units.
Rehabilitation almost
completed. Properties have all
been sold to eligible home
owners

Sample of an Inadequate Justification:
Activity Description
Reason for Delay
Economic
Activity has not yet
Development Activity: created any jobs.
Assistance to Private
Business (extension to
facility & purchase of
equipment)
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Remediation Plan
The new warehouse building is
on schedule to be completed by
August 2013. Once completed
and new equipment is installed,
the business will begin the hiring
process for newly created
positions. The job reporting
period will be ongoing through
December 2013 with the activity
to be completed in IDIS by
January 2014.
HOME-funded rehabilitation
work will be completed in
December 2012. The units have
already been sold to incomeeligible households, who will
occupy the units by February
2013. Accomplishments will be
reported in March 2013 and the
activity will be completed at that
time.

Remediation Plan
Jobs will be reported in
IDIS when the activity
creates jobs.
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What’s Wrong?
There is no clear
explanation about
why the project is
stalled and no
timeline for getting
the project back on
track.
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Activities that Grantees Request to Cancel After Funds Have Been Drawn
Sample of an acceptable justification:
Activity Description
Economic Development Activity:
Purchase of new equipment for tire
manufacturer

Economic Development Loan to Pastry
Shop, Loan Proceeds to be used for
machinery and equipment

Justification for Canceling with Draws
Business went bankrupt prior to reporting employment.
Grantee has taken all efforts provided under state law
and the terms of the agreement to recover the CDBG
investment in the project, but since CDBG was in second
position to the private lender for the project, the
grantee was unable to recover any funds.
The business filed Chapter 7 Bankruptcy on June 23,
2013. They defaulted on the $40,000 loan. The State
recovered $15,000 in collateral and refunded its
revolving loan fund with this money. Prior to its closure
the business it created 2 out of 4 new LMI FTE
positions.

Sample of Inadequate Justifications:
Activity Description
Justification for Cancelling with
Draws
Homebuyer counseling
Subrecipient lost records that show
the information about beneficiaries
necessary to demonstrate national
objective compliance in IDIS.
Activity must be cancelled with
draws.
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What’s Wrong?
If the subrecipient cannot
demonstrate that the activity
met a national objective, the
activity should be cancelled,
but the CDBG investment
should be reimbursed to the
grantee’s line of credit or local
program account.
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